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Fly me to the moon: 
Germany eyes slice of 
lucrative space market

Facing tough competition from China, the United
States and even tiny Luxembourg, Germany is
racing to draft new laws and attract private

investment to secure a slice of an emerging space mar-
ket that could be worth $1 trillion a year by the 2040s.
The drive to give Germany a bigger role in space
comes as European, Asian and U.S. companies stake
out ground in an evolving segment that promises con-
tracts for everything from exploration to mining of out-
er-space resources. Firms likely to benefit from any
future spending rise in Germany include Airbus, which
co-owns the maker of Europe’s Ariane space rockets,
and Bremen-based OHB.

The new legislation would limit financial and legal
liabilities of private companies should accidents hap-
pen in orbit, set standards for space operations and
offer incentives for new projects, the German economy
ministry told Reuters. The ministry’s aerospace and
space commissioner, Thomas Jarzombek, could submit
the laws to parliament later this year. The move comes
as companies and trade groups press for German
authorities to establish a regulatory framework for the
lucrative new market to encourage private investment.

“We are sounding the alarm that Germany and
Europe are falling behind in space vis-a-vis China and
the United States,” Dirk Hoke, defense and space chief
at Franco-German-led aerospace group Airbus, told
Reuters. “We’re at a critical juncture to ensure we stay
in the top league.” Germany is Europe’s economic
powerhouse and the world’s fourth-largest economy.
However it had just the world’s seventh-largest national
space budget in 2018, an estimated $1.1 billion, just
over half the amount generated by fifth-placed France,
according to preliminary data from Paris-based
research firm Euroconsult.

The figure, which excludes contributions to pan-
European programs, is dwarfed by the United States -
by far the largest spender on space at almost $40 bil-
lion. Ironically, American space ambitions could offer a
lifeline. Hoke said a new lunar Gateway program
backed by US space agency NASA offered a chance
for Germany and others in Europe to stake a claim to a
key role in the market. “In my view, it is hugely impor-
tant that we participate as equal partners so that we
are primed to develop and build technologies for such
a gateway,” he said.

The program involves designing and developing a
small spaceship that will orbit the Moon and serve as a
temporary home for astronauts and as a base for work
on the moon’s surface and, later, missions to Mars.
NASA had aimed to finish the Gateway by 2026, but
Washington is now aiming to put humans back on the
Moon by 2024, which could lead to an accelerated
schedule.

Even before then, Germany is facing a brain-drain as
companies worldwide ponder how to extract minerals
from asteroids and water from the moon within a
decade. Some companies are already considering mov-
ing to Luxembourg, which has taken a lead in Europe
by enacting laws to limit liabilities and ease restrictions
on mining operations. It has also set up a Ä100-million
($112 million) investment fund for projects.

“It’s a global market. We have our customers and
we will keep them, even if we have to run the company
from somewhere else,” said Walter Ballheimer, CEO of
German Orbital Systems, a Berlin-based start-up that
builds small satellites. “Germany was overtaken a long
time ago,” he said. “But it’s not too late. If they are
courageous enough and adopt a clear space policy ...
then we can still have a piece of the cake that we
should have as a leading export nation.” Two other
heads of small German space companies told Reuters
they were considering leaving the country.

‘Lean’ space law
But Germany is not standing still. Space commis-

sioner Jarzombek is working with trade groups, com-
panies and other experts to draft the space laws, and
plans to submit it them parliament sometime after
September. “We are aiming for a lean basic law that is
open to the future,” said a spokeswoman for
Jarzombek and the economy ministry. “A national
space law should focus above all on incentives and
make it possible for the German space industry to play
a bigger role in global developments.”

Berlin is also pressing the United Nations to set
standards for mining of the Moon, asteroids and other
objects in space. The United States passed a law in
2015 that encouraged private companies to undertake
mining work beyond Earth, and gives its firms the right
to claim resources they may one day be able to extract
from celestial bodies.

Jarzombek helped secure a Ä269-million increase in
planned funding for the European Space Agency
(ESA) in 2020-2023. But Germany’s total space fund-
ing, which includes ESA and national programmes, is
not expected to rise in that period. — Reuters

Aweek ago, Sri Lankan tourist guide Ricky Costa was
preparing for a typically easy Sunday ferrying back-
packers between Colombo’s tea shops and beach

bars in his canary-yellow rickshaw. Then the blasts began.
The coordinated suicide bombings by Islamist militants at
hotels and churches killed more than 250 people and sent
shockwaves through an Indian Ocean island state that had
enjoyed relative peace since a civil war ended a decade ago.

How such a sophisticated operation could have been
carried out in a country where violence by Islamist mili-
tants drawn from the Muslim minority was not high on the
list of concerns has left Sri Lankans and foreign intelli-
gence agencies stumped. President Maithripala Sirisena
has announced a total overhaul of the security establish-
ment, blaming them for failing to communicate several
warnings they had about potential attacks, including one
from India hours before the first bomb.

However, interviews with more than a dozen people
with direct knowledge of the Sri Lankan government and
security apparatus, including military sources, senior
diplomats and intelligence agents, suggest deeper failings
that created an ideal environment for extremists looking
for a soft target. Since Buddhist-majority Sri Lanka won a
26-year conflict against mostly Hindu ethnic Tamil sepa-
ratists, a well-resourced military has failed to adapt to
shifting security threats, the sources said.

“The government was asleep. The military was asleep.
They’ve been asleep for a long time,” said Costa, perching
on his rickshaw as a suspicious policeman peered inside.
Costa’s analysis is a simplification, but some experts agree
that a lack of preparedness was a significant factor that led
to a little-known Islamist group being able to orchestrate
the deadliest attack of its kind in South Asia’s history.
Sirisena and Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe have
both apologized for any lapses that might have con-
tributed to the attacks. Wickremesinghe said the govern-
ment and security forces take “collective responsibility”.

Long-term decline
There are no official figures on the size of Sri Lanka’s

armed forces but experts estimate there are around
150,000 active military personnel and 80,000 police offi-
cers, both substantial forces for a country of just 22 million.

Despite its size, the military had become “flabby” and
“unfocused”, according to one Western diplomat. Military
personnel with little to do have been conscripted into
commercial ventures, including whale-watching tours for
tourists, running hair salons and tending to farms.

Military spokesman Sumith Atapattu said it was wrong
to suggest that the armed forces had not given sufficient
priority to evidence of emerging Islamist extremism, but
added they could only take action when there was evi-
dence of criminal activity. “We have passed the necessary
information to the relevant authorities. But what is the legal
background the military has to control extremism? A per-
son being radicalised is not an offence in our country,” he
said. “We are searching for reconciliation after a long peri-
od of war and we cannot use a sledgehammer to kill a fly.”

Another foreign diplomat said he spoke to a senior mili-
tary intelligence official the day before the attacks to warn
him of an imminent threat. When he asked the official if he
would raise the warning to the top echelons of government,
he was told “not during the holidays”. “Ten years of peace
breeds over-confidence,” the diplomat said. “It’s easy to
focus on the last weeks and months, but this attack was
made possible by a much longer-term decline in the func-
tionality of Sri Lanka’s security services and government.”

The military has also been more focused on monitoring
the country’s Tamil population and preventing another
separatist insurgency than on a Muslim community that
makes up only 10 percent of the population, defense
sources and experts said. “This inattention could have cre-
ated the opportunity for a local group - perhaps with
external encouragement or support - to emerge from
obscurity and perpetrate such terrifically lethal attacks,”
said Bruce Hoffman, a terrorism expert at the Council on
Foreign Relations.

Security experts believe National Thowheeth Jama’ath
(NJT), a local Islamist group that has emerged over the
last year, was responsible for the attacks, likely with the
assistance of outside groups. Islamic State has claimed
responsibility for the bombings, without providing evi-
dence. Though Sri Lanka has no significant history of vio-
lence between its Muslim and Christian minorities, some
say the warning signs of a changing social dynamic were
there. Concerns raised about a more radical strain of Islam

emerging over the last five years went unheeded, civil
society groups and Western diplomats say.

Hashim Mohamed Zahran, the alleged ringleader of the
Easter Sunday blasts, had been flagged to security officials as
a threat. “We had concerns and we raised them. They were
not properly considered,” said Hilmy Ahamed, vice president
of the Muslim Council of Sri Lanka, a civil society group.

‘Tragic complacency’
Zahran, a man in his early 30s who had been preaching

an increasingly militant brand of Islam, was one of two
attackers who died after detonating their explosives in the
luxury Shangri-La hotel, intelligence officials say. Ahamed
said that in February he warned a contact in the intelli-
gence services of the threat posed by Zahran. He received
a text message response. “Thank you. Noted,” it said.
“There was an overall environment of complacency. That is
the tragedy,” Ahamed said.

The top civil servant in Sri Lanka’s defense ministry,
Defence Secretary Hemasiri Fernando, resigned on
Thursday, taking responsibility for the attacks after
Sirisena pinned the blame on the security services. Many
Sri Lankans believe a deep rift between Sirisena and Prime
Minister Wickremesinghe has also undermined national
security. Sirisena fired Wickremesinghe last year, after
months of tension, only to be forced to reinstate him under
pressure from the Supreme Court.

Since then their relationship has deteriorated further to
the point where their factions actively try to undermine
each other, including not sharing security information,
defense sources say. “Inefficiency, mediocrity, and infight-
ing within the government contributed to last week’s
attack,” said Iqbal Athas, a defense analyst, adding that
vital intelligence-gathering resources had been diverted in
recent years to spy on political rivals rather than to moni-
tor extremists. 

Presidential aide Shiral Lakthilaka said Sirisena and
Wickremesinghe’s feuding had come to an end. “The past
is past,” Lakthilaka said in response to a question about
the impact the rift had on security. “Whatever the set-
backs, both have shed their differences and are working
towards eradicating this menace and bring all the under-
ground activities to a standstill.” — Reuters 

How ‘laidback’ Lanka became a soft target 
Soldiers patrol along a street in a neighborhood yesterday near the site of a gun battle between Sri Lankan security forces and suicide bombers in the eastern town of Kalmunai. 

Oil industry
under pressure
to respond to 
climate change 

The oil industry, under mounting
pressure from environmental
activists to react more quickly to

counter climate change, has begun to
adapt its strategy but is struggling to con-
vince critics it is doing enough. Last week
activists, responding to a call from the
Extinction Rebellion group, laid siege to
Shell’s London headquarters whose win-
dows were smashed. Several days later
hundreds of activists blocked several sym-
bolic sites in France, including the head-
quarters of oil giant Total.

“They are mastodons whose business
model is based on fossil fuels and which
don’t want to shift one iota because up
until now they’ve made money that way,”
said Cecile Marchand, who heads up cli-
mate activities of the French branch of the
Friends of the Earth network of environ-
mental protection groups. “The activities of
these multinationals are not at all regulated
today, and they should be if we are to be
serious about the idea of limiting global
warming to 1.5 degrees” Celsius, she
added, referring to the goal laid out in the
2015 Paris climate deal.

The pressure isn’t only coming from
environmental activists.  “Investment funds
are now requiring oil and gas companies to
explain how climate change might affect a
company’s value,” said David Elmes, a pro-
fessor at Warwick Business School. “This is
driving some companies to be much more

transparent about the emissions they cause
and their plans to reduce them,” he added.

Oil to gas 
The big actors in the sector - BP,

Chevron, ExxonMobil, Saudi Aramco, Shell,
Total and others - have banded together in
the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI),
which has a billion-dollar war chest to fund
initiatives to reduce climate change emis-
sions. The companies are trying to limit
their methane emissions, which escape
when fossil fuels are taken out of the
ground and transported. Along with agri-
culture, the energy industry remains a key
source of methane, which causes more
warming than carbon dioxide.

Other energy giants are trying to coun-
terbalance their carbon footprint, like the
Italian group ENI, which has promised to
plant vast forests. CEO Claudio Descalzi
has said “our objective is to achieve net
zero emissions in our upstream business by
2030” via emission reductions and offsets.
The industry has also taken on board a
strategic shift towards using more natural
gas - which has a lighter carbon footprint
than oil - as well as producing electricity
via renewables like wind and solar. Shell
recently surprised observers by declaring
its ambition to become the world’s top
electricity producer by 2030.

‘Evidence’ lacking 
But some environmental groups point to

the fact that energy companies are still
pouring most of their investments into
pumping out more fossil fuels. “These
companies want to continue exploiting fos-
sil fuels as long as possible,” said
Marchand. “For them, climate change
doesn’t matter.” While the spectacular
plunge in oil prices in 2014 led to a drastic
cut in investment in exploration and devel-
opment by energy firms, such spending is
on the rise again.  — AFP

China’s quest for 
clean, limitless 
energy heats up 

Aground-breaking fusion reactor
built by Chinese scientists is under-
scoring Beijing’s determination to be

at the core of clean energy technology, as
it eyes a fully-functioning plant by 2050.
Sometimes called an “artificial sun” for the
sheer heat and power it produces, the
doughnut-shaped Experimental Advanced
Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) that
juts out on a spit of land into a lake in east-
ern Anhui province, has notched up a suc-
cession of firsts.

Most recently in November, it became
the first facility in the world to generate
100 million degrees Celsius, six times as
hot as the sun’s core. Such mindboggling
temperatures are crucial to achieving sus-
tainable nuclear fusion reactions, which
promise an inexhaustible energy source.
EAST’s main reactor stands within a con-
crete structure, with pipes and cables
spread outward like spokes that connect to
a jumble of censors and other equipment
encircling the core. A red Chinese flag
stands on top of the reactor.

“We are hoping to expand international
cooperation through this device (EAST)
and make Chinese contributions to
mankind’s future use of nuclear fusion,”
said Song Yuntao, a top official involved in
the project, on a recent tour of the facility.
China is also aiming to build a separate
fusion reactor that could begin generating
commercially viable fusion power by mid-
century, he added. Some six billion yuan
($890 million) has been promised for the

ambitious project. EAST is part of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) project, which seeks to
prove the feasibility of fusion power.
Funded and run by the European Union,
India, Japan, China, Russia, South Korea,
and the United States, the multi-billion-
dollar project’s centerpiece will be a giant
cylindrical fusion device, called a tokamak.
Now under construction in Provence in
southern France, it will incorporate parts
developed at the EAST and other sites, and
draw on their research findings.

Unlimited power, mega budgets 
Fusion is considered the Holy Grail of

energy and is what powers our sun. It
merges atomic nuclei to create massive
amounts of energy - the opposite of the
fission process used in atomic weapons
and nuclear power plants, which splits
them into fragments. Unlike fission, fusion
emits no greenhouse gases and carries less
risk of accidents or the theft of atomic
material. But sustaining the high tempera-
tures and other unstable conditions neces-
sary is both extremely difficult and prohib-
itively expensive - the total cost of ITER is
estimated at €20 billion ($22.5 billion).

Wu Songtao, a top Chinese engineer
with ITER, conceded that China’s technical
capabilities on fusion still lag behind more
developed countries, and that US and
Japanese tokamaks have achieved more
valuable overall results. But the Anhui test
reactor underlines China’s fast-improving
scientific advancement and its commitment
to achieve yet more. China’s capabilities
“have developed rapidly in the past 20
years, especially after catching the ITER
express train,” Wu said. In an interview
with state-run Xinhua news agency in
2017, ITER’s Director-General Bernard
Bigot lauded China’s government as “highly
motivated” on fusion. — AFP


